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STUDENT CORNER: Victoria Miranda (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

A Month of Morocco, Madness,
and More!

This month began with a trip to El Puerto de Santa María and Bolonia
beach (Cádiz) that included a sherry wine cellar tour and tasting and
an afternoon beach trip. I had neither heard of nor tried sherry wine
ever before the trip, but there was certainly something for everyone
in the variety of different tastes and styles we tried. We learned about
the amazing history of wine production in Andalucía and had a little
taste of Spain’s well-established industry. The beach itself was
beautiful and gave our group a chance to hike the tallest sand dune in
the country, which we most definitely conquered. It also gave us our
first, distant view of the Moroccan mountains we would find
Camel-riding in Tangier
ourselves in two weeks later.
The next weekend, I joined a group of girls from school on an
impulse trip to Ibiza. Daily burgers, late nights and renewing beach
naps is the best way for me to describe that weekend. Getting back to
Sevilla at 11 pm to make it to a 9 am class the next morning was less
than stellar, but I wouldn’t take that weekend back for anything. It
was the ultimate girls trip. We shared a lot of laughs, overcharged
cab rides, glitter make-up, and some 1 pm breakfasts.
You’d expect a trip to Ibiza would call for some time off afterwards,
but not for me. The next week Spain celebrated its Hispanic Heritage
Day which I used as a quick trip to Gran Canaria for another little
island break. I adored the city, waves, slow pace, and green
Girls trip in Ibiza
mountains of the island. It was truly one of my favorite trips I have
ever taken and it was such a shame it was only three days! But if there’s one thing I have
learned about European travel, it’s to take advantage of any three days
you can get in a new place because there is truly not a minute to waste.
That thought process is also what is keeping me from burning out right
now. As tired as I am, as much as all this travel money could be saved
for something else, I am here now, in a place that I never expected to be
in even a year ago. I will sleep when I go home for the holidays. I will
save when I am back to my home school with more time to work. Right
now, these moments are fleeting and precious and I’d be a fool for going
home wishing I had made more of my time abroad.
View from my bedroom window!
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STUDENT CORNER. Part II.

A Month of Morocco, Madness, and More!
By Victoria Miranda

Mock wedding in Morocco

On that note, our school traveled to Morocco the next weekend.
What a trip it was. The second we touched Africa, we were on our
way to ride camels. I can’t say I care for their smell, but there wasn’t
much else to complain about in that moment. That afternoon, we
walked through the city of Tangier, a culture shock of its own, with
remarkable street markets and kittens crawling at your feet. We
spent the next day in the blue city of Chefchaouen, or the “Labyrinth
city” as our guide called it. Remarkable doesn’t even cover
everything that city held, although my personal highlight was
learning to haggle (which we did quite well at if you ask me). And
that isn’t even to mention Giada and Joel’s (mock) wedding that
evening, completed with henna and lots of couscous!

I’m starting to realize that writing each of these events down makes them feel so much more
surreal. I mean, I try to call my parents regularly to tell them all that has happened, but now I
am realizing that it would take days to pick apart all these stories, and some of them are so
crazy that I have a hard time believing them, even knowing that I lived them.
The next weekend, our school group split apart some of us going to Barcelona, and a few
others and me going to Palma de Mallorca. Our goal was to relax from all the chaos (very fun
chaos) of the past few weeks. Mission accomplished. But once again, I found myself wishing
for more time in another place I only had three days in. I guess it’s going on the list of places I
have to go back to one day.
I don’t think I have ever felt more alive than when I am in a new
city that I know nothing of, even the language. Realizing that there
are so many little bubbles around this world, each with their own
culture, morals, lifestyles, and years’ worth of history to learn. I
know now that I cannot learn everything, no matter how hard I
try. I cannot hop off a plane and expect to be an expert of that city
by the time I leave. What I can do is pick my favorite little pieces
that I find there and carry them with me, in memories, pictures,
and thoughts. With a little over a month left in Spain, I hope these
last few weeks bring just as much impulse, chaos, beauty, and
wonder.
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CULTURAL VISITS

VISITING A CITY RICH
IN HISTORY
GUIDED TOUR BY
PROFESSOR
DUDA POPOVIC

ITÁLICA
The city of Itálica was the birthplace of the
Roman emperors Trajan and Hadrian. Founded
in 206 BC, it was one of the earliest Roman
settlements in Spain. There are remarkable
mosaics, an impressive amphitheater and
archeological remains that give more than a
glimpse of life during the Roman Empire.
Click on photos to see full picture album
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OUR SECOND CULTURAL VISIT

SEVILLE'S
GOTHIC
CATHEDRAL
GUIDED TOUR BY
PROFESSOR
DUDA POPOVIC

THE CATHEDRAL
After its completion in the early 16th
century, the Seville Cathedral became
the largest Gothic church in the world.
Built on the site of the former Muslim
Great Mosque, it houses most
impressive works of sacred art and
magnificent architectural elements.
Click on photos to see full picture album
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DAYTRIP TO EL PUERTO DE
SANTA MARIA & BOLONIA

EL PUERTO DE
SANTA MARIA

BAELO CLAUDIA /
BOLONIA

We visited the Sánchez Colosía wine
cellars where we learned about the
history and industry of Sherry wine
production and distribution in Spain and
throughout the world.

After visiting the Archeological
Museum and ancient Roman
town, we spent the rest of the day
at one of the most beautiful
beaches in Europe.
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OUR MOST AWAITED TRIP TO

NORTH AFRICA
Three days in Morocco
We spent three incredible
days touring the towns of
Tangier, Tetouan and the
"Blue Pearl of Morocco" in
the city of Chefchaouen.
A Trip to Remember!
Click on photos to see full picture album
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SEVILLANAS
DANCE CLASS

Click on photos to see full picture album

Our students learned how to dance
"Sevillanas", a style of Flamenco that
is the most typical dance of Seville
and the best known folk dance of
Spain. At the end of the semester we
will have dresses and accessories to
wear for our last dance party.
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SPANISH
COOKING
CLASS

In a festive atmosphere our
group learned how to
make one of Spain's best
known and most loved
dishes: Paella. Next
month, we will make
"Tortilla Española", or the
Spanish Omelette.
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UPCOMING AT THE ICS

Cultural
Visits.
During November we will
have a guided tour of
Seville's Fine Arts Museum.

Granada and
Córdoba.
We will visit the historic
and breathtaking cities of
Granada and Córdoba!

Thanksgiving.
And of course we will have
a wonderful All-American
Thanksgiving dinner!!

Follow us to stay updated and visit our website
to learn more about our programs!
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